includes vegetation, papillary fibroelastoma and thrombus. Although Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is usually helpful in the differential diagnosis of tumors-as it provides additional information on the tissue composition-MRI is of limited value in the diagnosis of MAC-related CAT. One possible reason for this is that MAC-related CAT is highly mobile and small in size. Conversely, the contribution of echocardiography in the characterization tissue is limited but it can evaluate rapid motion with ease. Thus, echocardiography is the diagnostic procedure of choice for assessing MAC-related CAT. The following aspects can be helpful in differentiating MAC-related CAT from vegetation (4): 1) continuity with the MAC, 2) a lack of association with the valve leaflets or regurgitation jet, and 3) revolving movement among the left atrial and ventricular cavities. Some recent reports have demonstrated that cardiac CAT has the potential to cause embolic events (9-11). Excision should thus be considered whenever a highly mobile CAT is found. Over the past 20 years, accumulating reports have significantly extended our knowledge regarding CATs. Nevertheless, our understanding of the pathology of cardiac CATs is still in the preliminary stages. Some questions remain unanswered. First, what is the relationship between MAC-related CAT and the liquefactive necrosis within the area of MAC (also known as annular caseous calcification)? Second, it is unclear whether an adequate intake of calcium-phosphorus can induce the regression of MAC-related CAT. In particular, the mechanisms underlying the formation of CAT represent an attractive target for future research on strategies to prevent the development of CAT.
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